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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 10/31/2022

Description 2024 Keystone RV Cougar Half-Ton 30BHS, Keystone Cougar Half-Ton travel
trailer 30BHS highlights: Outdoor Grill Double-Size Bunks Ottoman with Bench
Seat Front Master Bedroom Pass-Through storage Walk-Through Bath You're
going to love camping with friends or family in this spacious travel trailer. There
are double-size bunks in the back, and the lower bunk flips up for storage of
luggage, camp gear, or toys. The group can relax in the main living area that
includes a tri-fold sleeper sofa within the large slide out, plus there is an L-shaped
booth dinette with an ottoman/bench seat for a unique set-up. There is even a
fireplace and an LED HDTV for those rainy days you stay indoors. This model
includes all the appliances indoors needed to prepare meals each day, plus there
is a capital grill outdoors and an exterior mini fridge for cold drinks. And check
out the 19' power awning that will shade you as you cook up lunch! The Keystone
Cougar Half-Ton fifth wheel and travel trailers are known as one of America's
favorites for a reason! Some of those reasons are the exclusive features that
come from Keystone, like the preparations for 4G and Wi-Fi, the in-floor heating
ducts, and the Hyper Deck flooring. The Cougar Half-Ton has a Climate Guard
protection package to keep you safe during inclement weather, and you'll also
find an iN-Command Generation 3 with global connect. Use the 21" Furrion range
with Piezo ignition to create all of those familiar meals from home, and take
charge of how you camp with the SolarFlex 200 solar power system which has
been fully integrated during the building process so that you don't have to worry
about trying to add it on after purchase. This system provides continuous charge
to ensure the operation of 12V systems and to protect your battery.

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 70513
VIN Number: 4YDTCGP27RC500721
Condition: New
Length: 34
Sleeps: 10
Slideouts: 1

0 mi
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Item address Jerome, Idaho, United States
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